
Plant Kingdom Lab Video Segments 

 Seat Task Materi
als 

 1 Why study plants?  (8:40) 

http://www.watchknowlearn.org/Video.aspx?VideoID=56935&CategoryID=2307 
 
1. Plants are important because they are __________________, _________________ production, 
2. Vascular plants are plants that have 2 major types of _______________ 
    a. Xylem carries____________________ 
    b. Phloem carries ___________________/ food. 
3. Nonvascular plants are _____________ in size and get their water by ____________, ex. __________ 
4. Photosynthesis is the plants ability to make __________________.  
       a. 3 reactants: ________________, _______________ and  carbon dioxide 
5. How do plants get sunlight?  Organelle called _________________ capture light energy. 
6. How do plants get carbon dioxide?  Stomata typically found on the _____________ of leaves. 
          The plant opens and closes the stomata by ____________ cells.  During sunny days the  
           stomata are _____________ but if it gets too hot they will _____________ them to conserve 
          ____________. 
7. Plant adaptations:  this will help them survive 
     If they need to conserve water- the leaves will be ________________  so their surface ________ 
         will be small. 
     Desert plants will _________ stomata at night and store __________ they need for the daytime. 
     Jungle plant leaves are _____________ in size so they can soak up as much _________ as possible. 
     Carnivorous plants also digest insects because they need ______________ to make proteins. 
     Mistletoe are _________________ plants which uses its roots steal water from its host plant. 
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 4 Overview of Plants: (2:44) 
http://schoolmediainteractive.com/view/object/clip/BF651D275A520231054E59D11DCC20D7/07 
 
1. Plants use energy in the sugar they make in photosynthesis to ___________________________. 
2. The Plant Kingdom is separated into different groups called_______________________. 
3. The tube like cells carry __________________ and minerals  up to the leaves and carry _______________  
       down to the roots. 
4. Nonvascular plants need all of their cells near ______________ so they don’t grow very ___________. 
5. If plants don’t make seeds they reproduce by using __________________ (ferns). 
6. The largest group of plants that make seeds are the ________________ plants. 
7. If seed plants don’t have flowers, they reproduce with _____________. 
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 6 Cell Organelles: (2:57) 

http://www.watchknowlearn.org/Video.aspx?VideoID=20219&CategoryID=5856 
 
1. Why do plants wilt? ________________________________________________________ 
2. Chloroplasts are found in stems & leaves.  How do you know this? _____________________________ 
3. Why would a root need hairs? __________________________________________________________ 
4. What shape of Xylem cells makes it easy for them to conduct water? ___________________________ 
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 12 Photosynthesis Review (1:50) 

http://www.nextvista.org/photosynthesis/ 
1. How do plants get their energy? _________________________________  
2.  Photosynthesis converts ______________ energy into ____________ energy. 
3. Reactants or Photosynthesis  are: ___________________ + _________________ + _______________ 
4. Where specifically does photosynthesis occur: Cell structure_____________  Plant Structure___________ 
5. Bi-products are: _____________________  + _________________________ 
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Why do leaves change colors? 

http://www.watchknowlearn.org/Video.aspx?VideoID=35144&CategoryID=6729 
1. How many pigments are responsible for leaf color?  ______________ 
2. Chlorophyll is responsible for ___________color and is active throughout ______________. 
3. Carotenoids are responsible for ____________color. 
4. Anthocyanin is present when we get __________night temperatures in the fall & gives a 
               _________color 
5. Tannins give the leaf a ______________ color. 
6.  Orange is a combination of  _____  pigments. 
7. The Intense colors develop  best when night temperatures are below  ____________ and above  
               ___________ , and lack of early fall ___________ when leaves get blown off the trees. 
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 17 How Chocolate is made:  (5:37) 
http://www.watchknowlearn.org/Video.aspx?VideoID=22504&CategoryID=6729 
The chocolate video is not working correctly.  If this occurs- search you tube video's for other video links that will 
help you answer the questions.    Use the net to also search questions.   And/or click the link below which may help 

with some of the problems with station 17- How Chocolate is Made.   chocolate link  
 

Seat 17- Chocolate:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoDqoiYTz04 

 
Benefits of Chocolate:   www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/270272.php 
 

Some of the 300 active ingredients in chocolate: https://kkloukin.web.cern.ch/kkloukin/chocolate.htm 
 

Why is dark chocolate healthier?  www.webmd.com/diet/20030827/dark-chocolate-is-healthy-chocolate 
 
Who controls what products can be called chocolate? 

www.fda.gov/Food/IngredientsPackagingLabeling/FoodAdditivesIngredients/ucm094211.htm 
 

The effect of the stimulants in chocolate  www.livestrong.com/article/544520-how-does-chocolate-affect-the nervous-system/ 
 

1.  Where does chocolate come from? ____________________________ 
2. Who controls what products can be called chocolate? _________________ 
3. List 5 Benefits of Chocolate: ____________________, ____________________, ____________________ 
         ___________________________, ______________________ 
4. How many active chemicals are in chocolate? _____________ 
5. Why is dark chocolate the healthiest type of Chocolate? ________________________________________ 
6. The stimulants in chocolate can affect you by ____________________________________________ 
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 19 Phloem & Xylem:  (2:56) 
http://www.watchknowlearn.org/Video.aspx?VideoID=25315&CategoryID=6202 

 
1. Stems and branches grow _________ the ground.  They support ________________ and flowers 
           and help them reach the _________ for photosynthesis. 
2. The tubes called Xylem carry ____________ and Phloem carry _____________. 
3. Sugar not used will be stored in the  ______________. 
4. The rings in a tree trunk are ________________ and sap is from __________________. 
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 23 Pollination: (3:57)  http://www.watchknowlearn.org/Video.aspx?VideoID=13883&CategoryID=3397 

1. Insects brush against anthers and stigmas affectively _________ pollinating 
2. Size and shape of flower ideally suit the ________________ 
3. Markings on lower petal serve as a landing strip to __________________ the pollinators 
4. If they are wind pollinated they do not need insect attractors like conspicuous _____________. 
5. Pollen will also be smaller and _____________ and are produced in large _____________. 
6. Pollination ensures that_______________ will take place. 
7. ____________________ flowers are ones which have male and female parts, if they have 
         separate male and female flowers they are called __________________. 
8. The corn plants ensures cross pollination by keeping the sexes ________of sync.  
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 24 Parts of the Flower: 

http://studyjams.scholastic.com/studyjams/jams/science/plants/flowers.htm 
 
1. Bees are needed to  pollinate the __________________ to help them make more _______________ 
2. The sepals hold ___________________ closed until flower is ready to be _________________. 
        When its petals unfold the flower is ready to be ______________________ 
3. The female part is called the ____________ and is made up of the Stigma, Style and ____________. 
4. The male part is called the _____________ and is made up of the Filament, Anther and _____________. 
5. Pollination is when a ____________ grain from the flowers anther reaches the flowers ______________. 
6. Bees and Insects eat ____________  and use the nectar to make  _________. 
7. Pollination is step one, ______________________ must occur in order for seeds to be made. 
8. Fertilization is when the ________________ combines with a _____________ to make a new ___________. 
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 26 Plant Growth: 
http://www.pbslearningmedia.org/asset/lsps07_int_plantmovies/ 
Video 4: Plant Growth and Gravity 
1. Negative Gravitropic Response is _________________________________________________ 
2. This response allows plants to grow in the direction of __________________ 
3.  The stem grows ________________ which is against ______________ and the roots grow ___________ 
     which is ___________  gravity. 
 
Watch video 1 about seed germination so you can better understand the process of germination for the lab. 
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 27 Heterotrophic Plants: 

http://www.pbslearningmedia.org/resource/etv08.sci.life.evo.carnplt/carnivorous-plants-of-
cartwheel-bay/ 
 

1. Hooded Pitcher Plant lives in ___________.  The plant attracts the insects with __________ smell. 
2. Carnivorous plants eat insect because ________________________________________________. 
3. Trumpet Pitcher Plant has hairs pointing ________ to keep the insect going down in towards the  
       fluid. 
4. Venus Fly trap is found only in ___________ and __________ Carolina.  It is an ___________ trap 
      since it  has triggering hairs which cause it to react _________________. 
5. Purple Pitcher plant or Hunters Horn is low to the ground so it fills with _____________ and the insects  
      ______________ in the digestive fluids. 
6. The work well with the sphagnum moss which gives them ____________ in the dry weather. 
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